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Correctly interpreting and reporting medical procedures and services begins with CPT
2014Standard Edition. Straight from the American Medical Association (AMA), this is the only
CPT codebook with the official CPT coding rules and guidelines developed by the CPT Editorial
Panel. Covers hundreds of code, guideline and text changes.

About the AuthorPatricia Aalseth, RHIA, CCS has more than 30 years’ experience in healthcare
coding and revenue cycle management. She provides management and consultative services to
hospitals, medical practices and large academic faculty practice plans, and has served as an
instructor in health information management academic programs.
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IntegraCare Clinic, “great. TAt first accidentally ordered standard edition then requested a
change in the item, needed a professional edition. I had to get a refund and purchased this
edition instead. I prefer this edition to the standard because it comes with a lots of features that
enables me to easily navigate from one area to another.This is a book that I'll highly recommend
to all the coder out there.”

Sheila, “Just what I needed to take the test.. This is what everyone uses as far as I know to take
the coding tests.  Perfect!  At a great price.”

Chris Millett, “This is the book I was in need of all .... This is the book I was in need of all class.
Although I managed without the book for all but 2 weeks, once I did receive it, everything my
professor had instructed us on, made sense.”

Jennifer Littrell, “The price was good. The book was clean with no markings in .... Even though
the end of the year is close by and the new book will be issued soon. The price was good. The
book was clean with no markings in it.”

Robert E McClintock, “Four Stars. It's a book all complete”

Jungle, “It's a college book.. It's a college book.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 111 people have provided feedback.
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